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QUESTION 1

An organization deploys a FortiGate-VM (VM04 / c4.xlarge) in Amazon Web Services (AWS) and configures two elastic
network interfaces (ENIs). Now, the same organization wants to add additional ENIs to support different workloads in
their environment. 

Which action can you take to accomplish this? 

A. None, you cannot create and add additional ENIs to an existing FortiGate-VM. 

B. Create the ENI, shut down FortiGate, attach the ENI to FortiGate, and then start FortiGate. 

C. Create the ENI, attach it to FortiGate, and then restart FortiGate. 

D. Create the ENI and attach it to FortiGate. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://fortinetweb.s3.amazonaws.com/docs.fortinet.com/v2/attachments/9e3b59dc-
ba0b-11e9a989-00505692583a/FortiOS_6.2_AWS_Cookbook.pdf 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two Amazon Web Services (AWS) topologies support east-west traffic inspection within the AWS A. A single
VPC deployment with multiple subnets and a NAT gateway 

B. A single VPC deployment with multiple subnets 

C. A multiple VPC deployment utilizing a transit VPC topology 

D. A multiple VPC deployment utilizing a transit gateway 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: https://www.fortinet.com/content/dam/fortinet/assets/white-papers/wp-aws-referencearchitecture.pdf 

 

QUESTION 3

You have been asked to secure your organization\\'s salesforce application that is running on Microsoft Azure, and find
an effective method for inspecting shadow IT activities in the organization. After an initial investigation, you find that
many users access the salesforce application remotely as well as on-premises. Your goal is to find a way to get more
visibility, control over shadow IT-related activities, and identify any data leaks in the salesforce application. 

Which three steps should you take to achieve your goal? (Choose three.) 

A. Deploy and configure FortiCASB with a Fortinet FortiCASB subscription license. 

B. Configure FortiCASB and set up access rights, privileges, and data protection policies. 

C. Use FortiGate, FortiGuard, and FortiAnalyzer solutions. 
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D. Deploy and configure FortiCWP with a workload guardian license. 

E. Deploy and configure FortiGate with Security Fabric solutions, and FortiCWP with a storage guardian advance
license. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 4

You have been asked to develop an Azure Resource Manager infrastructure as a code template for the FortiGate-VM,
that can be reused for multiple deployments. The deployment fails, and errors point to the storageAccount name. 

Which two are restrictions for a storageAccount name in an Azure Resource Manager template? (Choose two.) 

A. The uniqueString() function must be used. 

B. The storageAccount name must use special characters. 

C. The storageAccount name must be in lowercase. 

D. The storageAccount name must contain between 3 and 24 alphanumeric characters. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

Your company deploys FortiGate VM devices in high availability (HA) (active-active) mode with Microsoft Azure load
balancers using the Microsoft Azure ARM template. Your senior administrator instructs you to connect to one of the
FortiGate devices and configure the necessary firewall rules. However, you are not sure now to obtain the correct public
IP address of the deployed FortiGate VM and identify the access ports. 

How do you obtain the public IP address of the FortiGate VM and identify the correct ports to access the device? 

A. In the configured load balancer, access the inbound NAT rules section. 

B. In the configured load balancer, access the backend pools section. 

C. In the configured load balancer, access the inbound and outbound NAT rules section. 

D. In the configured load balancer, access the health probes section. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.fortinet.com/content/dam/fortinet/assets/deployment-guides/dg-fortigate-highavailability-
azure.pdf 
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